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Sharp-wave ripple doublets induce complex
dendritic spikes in parvalbumin
interneurons in vivo

Linda Judák1,10, Balázs Chiovini1,2,10, Gábor Juhász 2,10, Dénes Pálfi1,2,
Zsolt Mezriczky2, Zoltán Szadai1, Gergely Katona2, Benedek Szmola2,
Katalin Ócsai2, Bernadett Martinecz3, Anna Mihály4, Ádám Dénes3,
Bálint Kerekes4,5, Áron Szepesi1, Gergely Szalay1, István Ulbert4,5,
Zoltán Mucsi 6, Botond Roska 6,7,8,9,10 & Balázs Rózsa 1,4,6,10

Neuronal plasticity has been shown to be causally linked to coincidence
detection throughdendritic spikes (dSpikes).Wedemonstrate the existenceof
SPW-R-associated, branch-specific, local dSpikes and their computational role
in basal dendrites of hippocampal PV+ interneurons in awake animals. To
measure the entire dendritic arbor of long thin dendrites during SPW-Rs, we
used fast 3D acousto-optical imaging through an eccentric deep-brain adapter
and ipsilateral local field potential recording. The regenerative calcium spike
started at variable, NMDA-AMPA-dependent, hot spots andpropagated in both
direction with a high amplitude beyond a critical distance threshold (~150 µm)
involving voltage-gated calcium channels. A supralinear dendritic summation
emerged during SPW-R doublets when two successive SPW-R events coincide
within a short temporal window (~150ms), e.g., during more complex asso-
ciation tasks, and generated large dSpikes with an about 2.5-3-fold amplitude
increase which propagated down to the soma. Our results suggest that these
doublet-associated dSpikes can work as a dendritic-level temporal and spatial
coincidence detector during SPW-R-related network computation in
awake mice.

Sharp-wave ripples (SPW-Rs) are one of the most synchronous events
in the mammalian brain, playing a key role in memory encoding,
consolidation, and retrieval1–5. Their most important feature is the
temporally compressed and phase-locked firing of the same neuronal
sequences that were active in theta cycles during exploratory
behavior1,3,5–7. Recent data suggest that extendedmemory cues require

elongated SPW-R activity coded as chains of ripples (doublets or tri-
plets) or prolongated ripple events8–10. SPW-Rs are generated by an
interplay between pyramidal cells and interneurons, of which
parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) interneurons are key elements6,11–17: the
SPW-R-associated cell assemblies provide synchronized inputs to the
dendrites of PV+cells.
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Previous in vitro models have shown that dendrites of PV+ neu-
rons perform passive, sublinear integration during low neuronal net-
work activity: this is associated with suppressed action potential
backpropagation and lack of dendritic spikes18–27. Nevertheless, when
neuronal network activity is artificially increased, such as in the in vitro
SPW-R model, synchronous inputs “bombard” PV+ cell dendrites
which, similarly to the dendrites of pyramidal cells28–32, “come to life”:
this could generate supralinear dendritic summation, NMDA spikes,
and even more broadly distributed regenerative events, dendritic Ca2+

spikes23,33–39. Accordingly, SPW-R-associated dSpikes have been dis-
covered recently in hippocampal pyramidal cells23,28–40. The neu-
roscientific community is divided into opposing groups on the subject
of interneurons: some question the existence of active dendritic
computation and dSpikes in interneurons (View #1)19,21–26,41,42; others
believe that dendrites can be active and induce regenerative events
such as dSpikes and action potential (AP) backpropagation with non-
decremental amplitude (View #2)33–39,43. According to View #1, PV+
interneurons have passive dendrites dampened by a high potassium to
sodium channel ratio: these suppress dendritic regenerative activities
(dSpikes andAPbackpropagation), which results in sublinear dendritic
integration. We could define this state as a “ground” state of the PV+
interneurons: this is the default state and plays a crucial role in neu-
ronal computation. However, according to View#2, PV+ cells also have
an “excited” state, which exists in parallel with the “ground” state: in
active network states, for example during SPW-R events when PV+
interneurons are bombarded with ongoing excitatory activity, the
passive, well-dampened dendrites exceed their activation threshold
and can cause supralinear integration, NMDA-spikes, and propagating
dendritic calcium spikes. Dendritic activity has not been mapped
during in vivo SPW-Rs, where network activity is physiological: den-
dritic spikes have not previously been shown in PV+ cells due to
technical limitations.

Our combined fast 3D imaging and local electrophysiological
method has provided access to the thin distal dendritic segments of
basal dendritic arbor in PV+ interneurons of awake mice, by enabling
the simultaneous recording ofmultiple, thin dendritic segments with a
total length of over 1500 µm. This has led us to discover sharp-wave-
ripple-associated dendritic spikes (SPW-R-dSpikes) and an other type
of neuronal computation during in vivo SPW-R doublets. In contrast to
the obvious disagreement between the two views, we show here that
these two integration modes, the “ground” and “excited” states, are
equally important and coexist in the same interneurons. In addition,
these two states are also “colocalized”: in low-activity network states, a
dendrite is in the ground state of passive integration;when the number
of ongoing inputs increases, the appearance of multiple hot-spots and
propagating regenerative events switches the same dendrite to the
excited state by.

Results
Recording network and dendritic activity patterns in 3D during
in vivo SPW-Rs
Mapping the dendritic activity of PV+ interneurons is challenging, as
these cells have extended dendritic arbor in 3D, with thin, tortuous,
dendritic segments, which take a long time to image using classical
imaging methods. Moreover, the motion inherent to awake experi-
ments has made recording activity from these thin 3D structures
impossible up to now. In addition, SPW-Rs are known to be associated
with sparse activation patterns44,45, which further decreases the prob-
ability of detecting SPW-R-associated events in the arbor of thin den-
drites. To address these technical limits, we increased the access rate
to multiple long dendritic segments by using fast 3D acousto-optical
imaging (Fig. 1): this enlarged the signal-to-noise ratio and measure-
ment speed by orders of magnitude (see Equation S84 in ref. 46)
compared to volume-scanning methods based on classical point-by-
point scanning. It also enabled fast motion-artifact elimination at high

resolution46. To minimize the distance between the imaged neurons
and the hippocampal recording electrode, we developed a plastic,
eccentric deep-brain adapter instead of using themore commonmetal
cylinder47,48. We combined this with a custom-made flexible four-wire
electrode for chronic hippocampal local field potential (LFP) record-
ings, which increased the useful area for electrode insertion, and
resulted in decreased electrical noise (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2).
Moreover, we extended the fast scanning ranges of 3D AO
microscopy46,49, which made it possible to reach the hippocampal
regions under the deep-brain adapter. Then we combined simulta-
neous ipsilateral, local recording of the hippocampal LFP signal with
fast 3D network and dendritic imaging (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. 1). To reveal SPW-R-coupled dendritic activity, we labeled PV+ cells
with GCaMP6f and used either the fast arbitrary frame-scanning mode
of the 3D AO microscope or resonant scanning in the first step to find
SPW-R-correlated somatic activity (Fig. 1a–c). Physiological and ana-
tomical parameters (e.g., dendrite diameter; baseline fluorescence
intensity; amplitude; full width at half maximum; and decay and rise
times of the Ca2+ responses) did not change during the measurement
(Supplementary Fig. 3), indicating therewas nophototoxicity affecting
the somatic and dendritic measurements. This may be explained by
the low-power temporal oversampling (LOTOS) strategy, which is an
inherent feature of fast AO scanning46,50. At the somatic level, only a
subpopulation of PV+ cells (n = 86/261 cells) were active during the
experiments; 15.1% of these active cells were involved in SPW-R events
(Fig. 1b–f), in agreement with our previous results51. In the second set
of experiments, we recorded z-stacks around the active cells. Multiple
long, dendritic processes of the active cells were then fitted by ribbons
and recorded simultaneously at 63.94 ± 18.43Hz in 3D in behaving
mice to investigate SPW-R-associated dendritic activities (Fig. 1g–j). 3D
fluorescence data were projected into 2D following non-rigid elastic
motion correction (Fig. 1g–h and Supplementary Movie 1). We imaged
the full dendritic arbor in the stratum oriens of n = 12 CA1-PV+ inter-
neurons from n = 6 mice and mapped n = 58 dendrites with their sur-
rounding neuropil from the soma to the distal dendritic regions while
reaching the thin (<500 nm diameter), terminal dendritic segments
where SPW-R-dSpikes were found. The total length of the simulta-
neously recorded dendritic segments could exceed 1500 µm
(Fig. 1h–j). To increase the probability of capturing SPW-R-associated
dSpikes, we let water-deprivedmice drink because this consummatory
behavior induces SPW-Rs5. In summary, we combined chronic fast 3D
dendritic and network imaging with local hippocampal LFP recording
in water-deprived awake mice to link SPW-Rs and dendritic activity.

Twodendritic activationmodes during in vivo: global activation
and SPW-R-dSpikes
3D ribbon scanning determined two major types of dendritic activa-
tion in PV+ cells. The first activation mode was associated with SPW-R-
related events and was typically restricted to one dendritic segment
with a high response amplitude in the distal dendritic region, which
decreased as a function of distance toward the soma (Fig. 1i). The
seconddendritic activationmodeoccurredbetweenSPW-R events and
was represented by a global activation in all dendritic segments, with a
high amplitude in the somatic and proximal dendritic domains (global
activation mode, Fig. 1j). Therefore, the global events were indepen-
dent of SPW-R events. The existence of a global activation mode also
confirmed that all the recorded dendritic segments were capable of
activity and that the local activation mode, restricted to individual
dendrites, was not a result of photodamage. According to their spatial
distribution profiles and temporal kinetics, we identified the local
activation mode as SPW-R-associated dendritic Ca2+ spikes (SPW-R-
dSpike) and the global activation mode as putative backpropagating
action potentials (putative bAPs) independent of SPW-Rs (Figs. 1i–j and
2a–d; SupplementaryFig. 4 andSupplementaryMovie 2, seeMethods).
Measuring 58 dendrites of 12 PV+ neurons (n = 6 mice, Fig. 1h), we
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demonstrated that 20.6% of the dendrites were active during indivi-
dual SPW-R activity. In total, n = 85 dSpikes were detected and recor-
ded in3Dduringn = 307SPW-R events, corresponding to a 27.6% “total
activation ratio” (see inset in Fig. 2d and Methods). The “average
activation ratio” of dSpikes (dSpikes/SPW-R event) for individual
neurons was 29.9 ± 4.18% (mean ± SEM, n = 11 cells, n = 6 mice). A
recent paper51 showed a similar (~25%) activation ratio of PV+ somata
during SPW-Rs.

In ourmeasurements, we cannot rule out the possibility that bAPs
could also occur during in vivo SPW-R events and SPW-R-dSpikes.
Supporting this, the amplitude of the average dendritic Ca2+ response
during SPW-R-dSpikes was 0.17% (ΔF/F) close to the soma (at < 10 µm
from the soma) (Supplementary Fig. 4b), which corresponds to about
7 APs according to the in vitro input–output calibration curve of PV+
cell dendrites (Supplementary Fig. 5b, c). Moreover, the average
amplitude of the in vivo SPW-R-dSpikes close to the soma (red curve in
Supplementary Fig. 4b, 0 µm= soma)was higher than the amplitude of
the somatically suprathreshold SPW-R-dSpikes recorded in vitro (blue
curve in Supplementary Fig. 4b), indicating that APs could be gener-
ated during in vivo SPW-R-dSpikes. In addition, somatic APs were
validated by patch-clamp recordings in these in vitro measurements,
further corroborating that the approximately twofold higher in vivo
Ca2+ responses are associated with APs.

In the rest of the paper, we focus on the validation of SPW-R-
dSpikes by showing the regenerative nature of these in vivo Ca2+

signals in multiple steps. The first proof of the regenerative nature of
SPW-R-dSpikes was the existence of a spatial activation threshold. The
relatively small distance-dependent rise in amplitude of the in vivo
SPW-R-dSpikes was superimposed with a sharp and strong supralinear
increase at a critical distance, characterized by an inflection point
(defined as the spatial threshold of the spike: 133.24 ± 4.98 µm (n = 11/5
cells/mice; Fig. 2c–e, Supplementary Fig. 4a, b, e), which cannot be
explained by either neuropil contamination (Supplementary Fig. 6) or
the dendritic geometry, as the correlation between branching points
and the location of the spatial thresholds was low (Supplementary
Fig. 7a–d, Pearson’s r value = −0.24). The existence of the spatial
threshold confirmed that SPW-R-dSpikes are regenerative events.

Propagation of dendritic Ca2+ spikes
To further validate the regenerative nature of SPW-R-dSpikes we
recorded their initialization and propagation by increasing the speed
of 3D imaging to 308 ± 24Hz (mean ± SD) and by using temporal
super-resolution microscopy as previously described49 (Fig. 2f, g).
Similarly to the in vitro case36, the SPW-R-dSpike originated from
multiple dendritic input zones (hot spots): however, in contrast to the
in vitro results, the location and amplitude of these hot spots varied
between successive in vivo SPW-R events (Fig. 2f). Despite this
increased variability, the spatial and temporal profiles of individual hot
spots were similar in vivo (Fig. 2g, full width at half maximum:
5.41 ± 0.16 µm) and in vitro18,42,52,53. SPW-R-dSpikes were initiated
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Fig. 1 | Activation of long dendritic segments revealed by fast 3D imaging in
SPW-R-associated PV+ cells in behaving mice. a Schematic of the combined LFP
recording, fast raster scanning, and 3D dendritic measurements with AO micro-
scopy (g) during SPW-Rs in the periods of water licking. Inset, representative raw
and filtered local hippocampal LFP signals with an SPW-R event from the stratum
pyramidale from the ipsilateral hippocampus. Bottom panel indicates the position
of the local hippocampal (loc. HC), reference (ref.) and contralateral cortical (cl.
ECoG.). b Red and white dashed circles indicate PV+ neurons in the CA1 region of
the hippocampus, which were active and inactive, respectively, during SPW-Rs.
c Local LFP signal and somatic Ca2+ responses recorded simultaneously to b.
Arrowheads indicate SPW-R events. Red traces indicate SPW-R-associated somatic
responses. d Left raw, enlarged view of the SPW-R (#1a) event indicated with filled
arrowhead in c is shown with and without filtering with corresponding somatic
responses. Right raw, same as left raw, but with another event (#1b). e Individual
SPW-R-associated Ca2+ transients from cell #1 overlaid with the average (mean ±

SEM). f Ratio of the active PV+ neurons, which showed SPW-R-correlated Ca2+

responses. g–j Non-uniform (global and local) dendritic activation revealed by fast
3D-AO imaging in a sample SPW-R-correlated PV+ cell under in vivo conditions.
gDendritic arbor of the SPW-R-correlated cell in the stratumoriens. Red and yellow
ribbons indicate dendritic segments selected for fast 3D ribbon scanning. The total
length of the selected and simultaneously recorded dendritic segments was
1568 µm. h Fluorescence was recorded simultaneously along the 10 dendritic
regions shown in g and then projected into 2D as a function of distance along the
longitudinal and transverse directions of the 3D ribbons (Supplementary Movie 1).
Inset indicates ratio of recorded dendrites with SPW-R-correlated activity (n = 11/5,
cells/mice). i Left, example 3D Ca2+ response during SPW-R events from the num-
bered dendrites shown in h. Right, average dendritic responses from the same ten
dendrites. Black arrowheads indicate two SPW-R events. j Similar to panel i but
during putative backpropagating action potentials. Empty arrowheads denote
putative backpropagating action potentials.
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13.83 ± 2.46ms (n = 16 hot spots, p < 0.05) earlier in centers of hot
spots from which spikes propagated centripetally and centrifugally
faster than 6.60 ± 1.41 µm/ms (n = 16, Fig. 2g). The hot spot-associated
initiation and then the fast propagation also corroborated the regen-
erative nature of SPW-R-dSpikes.

Mechanism of in vivo SPW-R-dSpikes
The following in vitro procedure was used to test the underlying
mechanism of SPW-R-dSpikes: first, we reproduced individual gluta-
matergic synaptic inputs by using DNI-glutamate uncaging36; second,
we generated spatially and temporally clustered input patterns using an
input number above the dSpike threshold to mimic SPW-R-dSpikes
(Supplementary Fig. 8a); third,weaddeddifferent ion-channel blockers.
A cocktail of voltage-gated calcium-channel (VGCC)blockers eliminated
the laterally propagating spikes but was not able to eliminate the spike
in the hot spot regions, these depended on α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors in basal dendrites (Supplementary Fig. 8). Therefore,
in accordance with our previous work36, our data indicated that the
dendritic spikes can be initiated in an AMPA- and NMDA-receptor-
dependent manner from hot spot regions of basal dendrites, and can
thenpropagate inbothdirectionsutilizing, primarily, VGCCchannels. In
the proximal dendritic region, below the activation spatial threshold,

the amplitude of the in vitro and in vivo SPW-R-dSpikes were close to
each other; however, they deviated in distal dendritic regions where
SPW-R-dSpikes had a much higher amplitude in vivo (Supplementary
Fig. 4a, b). This is consistentwith the enhancedhot spot activity in distal
regions, which reflects an increased input density in vivo (Fig. 2f). Pre-
vious studies have indicated that basal dendritic segments remain silent
during in vitro SPW-Revents, but apical dendritic segments showVGCC-
dependent Ca2+ responses and dSpikes36. In contrast, here we demon-
strated that basal dendrites in the stratum oriens are also activated
in vivo. We, therefore extended our previous in vitro pharmacological
measurements to the entire dendritic arbor by investigating the
mechanism of SPW-R-dSpikes in the basal dendrites. In conclusion, our
in vitro and in vivo data confirmed that SPW-R-dSpikes are generated
dominantly indistal dendritic regionsbyprimarily utilizing regenerative
NMDA and AMPA receptors, and VGCC channels.

Multiple groups of SPW-R-associated responses in vivo
In contrast to in vitro data36 (Supplementary Fig. 9), the increased
temporal dynamic of the spatial distribution of the emerging hot spots
(Fig. 2f) under in vivo conditions indicated that the ongoing synaptic
inputs and, therefore, the underlying network activity also had an
enhanced dynamic. Indeed, amplitude, length, and power of the LFP
showed a higher event-to-event variability than under in vitro
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Fig. 2 | Spatial characterization of SPW-R-dSpikes in CA1 PV+ interneurons of
awake mice. a Example dendritic 3D Ca2+ responses from dendrite #1 shown in
Fig. 1h at rest (control), during an SPW-R event (SPW-R), and during SPW-R inde-
pendent putative backpropagating APs (bAPs).b Individual Ca2+ responses spatially
averaged for the numbered dendritic regions indicated in a show a distance-
dependent decrease and increase during putative bAPs and SPW-Rs, respectively.
c Spatial distribution of the average dendritic 3D Ca2+ responses from dendrite #1
during putative bAPs and SPW-R-dSpikes (mean ± SEM, n = 4/5 bAPs/spikes). Black
arrow indicates the spatial thresholds of the spike. Blue dashed line indicates linear
fit to the proximal dendritic regions. Blue transients are overlaid with averaged 3D
Ca2+ responses recorded in vitro and were induced by 5 APs. d Average SPW-R-
dSpike-associated dendritic 3D Ca2+ responses as a function of distance from the
soma (n = 11/5 cells/mice). Blue dashed line and black arrow indicate same as on
panel c. Inset, pie chart denotes reliability of reactivation of the dendritic spike
during successive SPW-Rs (75 spikes/ 287 SPW-R events/ 11 dendrites). The average
length of the recorded dendrites was 314.2 ± 43.1 µm (mean± SD). e Distribution of

the spatial threshold of the SPW-R-dSpikes (n = 11/5/51 dendrite/mice/trace). f Red
dashed boxes show the maximal intensity z projection of the imaged dendritic
regions, with two different magnifications. Top, amplitude of individual SPW-R-
associated 3D Ca2+ responses (gray traces) recorded along the white dashed curve
from a dendritic segment of a PV+ neuron. Red trace is the average response
(mean ± SEM). Bottom right, an exemplified individual SPW-R-associated 3D Ca2+

responses as a function of time and dendritic distancewith the temporal integral of
the response (gray line). Blue arrowheads indicate locations with local response
maxima (hot spots). g Left, average SPW-R-associated 3D Ca2+ responses from hot
spot regions and their histogram (blue line, mean± SEM; n = 16). Right, average
SPW-R-associated Ca2+ transients (mean ± SEM) from the central (blue) and lateral
dendritic regions (red: centripetal, green: centrifugal) of hot spots. Panel e and
g inset, box-and-whisker plots show themedian, 25th and 75th percentiles, range of
nonoutliers and outliers. Time delay for centrifugal vs. centripetal: p =0.64; for
centrifugal vs. central: p <0.0001, paired t-test).
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conditions, where SPW-R events appeared in rather stereotypic
patterns36. To better understand the mechanisms underlying SPW-R-
dSpikes, we investigated how the event-to-event variability shown at
the network level by the LFP signal is reflected in dendritic responses
and dSpikes. To address this question, we separated SPW-R events and
the corresponding 3D dendritic responses into multiple subpopula-
tions with standard SPW-R parameters: the peak-to-peak amplitude
and the duration of the ripples and the area of Ca2+ responses. Each of
the three spectral histograms of the parameters showed two separate
peaks (Fig. 3a), which therefore separated SPW-R events and the cor-
responding 3D dendritic responses into three groups of responses in
3D space: the low-ripple group; the high-ripple group; and the groupof
SPW-R doublets (Fig. 3a, b). Separation of doublets from singlets has
already been shown in previous in vivo studies8–10 but separation of the
previously unknown low-ripple and high-ripple groups was further
reinforced by using gap statistical analysis: the distancemetric showed
a significant increase at the gap between the two groups (Fig. 3c). The
three groups of SPW-R-associated responses were also validated by K-

means cluster analysis (Methods) and by t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding cluster analysis on an extended database (Sup-
plementary Fig. 10a). In addition, a distance function generated from
six SPW-R-associated parameters was also able to separate the same
three groups of responses when it was used in sequence with cluster
analysis Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA), p = 4.07*10−5 (Sup-
plementary Fig. 10 and Supplementary Methods).

In the low-ripple group, the amplitude and power of the ripple
oscillation and the dendritic Ca2+ responses were significantly lower
than in the high-ripple group (both SPW-R peak and Ca2+: p < 0.001;
Figs. 3b, d and4a–i; Supplementary Fig. 12 a–d, g). In the groupof SPW-
R doublets (20.8% of the total events, n = 77/51/16, SPW-R correlated
event/dspike/doublet), two SPW-R events followed each other with
145.76 ± 18.77ms temporal delay and dendritic responses were 8.82-
fold and 2.92-fold higher than in the low- and high-ripple groups,
respectively (Fig. 4a–h).

We averaged the population data across individual neurons and
mice (Fig. 3a), revealing a high level of stability and uniformity in the
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Fig. 3 | Separation of the three different types of SPW-R-associated activity.
a Left, SPW-R-associated events plotted as a function of duration and peak-to-peak
amplitudes of ripples and Ca2+ areas of SPW-R events (low-ripple: magenta, high-
ripple: red, doublets: blue). Both the Ca2+ area and the peak-to-peak amplitude
underwent logarithmic transformation. Right, spectral quantification of the three
parameters shown in the left panel. Top right, frequency count of the ripple event
durations separated doublets from the high-ripple + low-ripple groups. Frequency
counts were fitted with two Gaussian distributions corresponding to the doublets
(blue) and the high-ripple + low-ripples (red) groups. Note the gap between singlets
and doublets. Middle right, same as top right panel but for Ca2+ areas following
logarithmic transformation. The Peak Analyzer module (Origin Pro, OriginLab)
identified twoGaussiandistributions (χ2= 1.28, adj.R-Square= 8.30 ∙ 10−1, SS = 24.35)
corresponding to the low-ripple (red) and the high-ripple + doublet (blue) groups.
Bottom right, frequency count of peak-to-peak amplitude. The Peak Analyzer
module identified two Gaussian distributions (χ2 = 1.49, adj. R-Square= 8.64 ∙ 10−1,
SS = 16.38): the low-ripples (red) and high-ripples + doublets (blue). The black trace

shows the sumof the two traces. Seedetails inMethods.bRepresentative individual
Ca2+ and associated LFP signals from the low-ripple, high-ripple, and SPW-R-doublet
groups. Arrowheads indicate SPW-R events. c Gap statistical method. Top, areas of
SPW-R-associated Ca2+ responses were sorted following logarithmic transforma-
tion. Data below the amplitude jump (black arrow, thr.) belonged to the low-ripple
group in panel a, while data above the threshold represented high-ripple and
doublet-associated responses. Bottom, average Euclidean distance (mean± SD)
from the six closest neighbors calculated from data in the top panel. Asterisks
indicate statistical significance at the center four points (two-sided two-sample t-
test, p =0.00134, 2.38 ∙ 10−7, 3.08 ∙ 10−6, 0.00011). Arrows indicate noise of dendritic
measurements (blue arrows: 1 SD, red arrows: 2 ∙ SD). See details inMethods.dTop,
examplefiltered average LFP signals from the three groups (n = 15/groups randomly
selected events). The first and second events of the SPW-R doublets are shown
separately. Bottom, corresponding frequency spectrograms. Note the similarity
between the high-ripple group and the first event of the SPW-R doublets, while the
low-ripple group was similar to the second event of the SPW-R doublets.
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differences between the low-ripple, high-ripple and doublet groups
(Supplementary Fig. 10b–d).

Dendritic coincidence detection during SPW-Rs
Although SPW-R doublets have been identified in previous studies8–10,
and represent about one fifth of the SPW-R events in this work, little is
known about them: for example, doublet-associated Ca2+ responses
havenot yetbeendemonstrated. Theveryhigh amplitudeof theSPW-R-
dSpikes during doublets in the distal dendritic region (Fig. 3 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 12) may indicate supralinear summation and, hence, an
other form of coincidence detection in CA1 hippocampal PV+ inter-
neurons: this is found when two SPW-R events occur within a short
temporal window. Indeed, the high responses during SPW-R doublets
(Fig. 4a, left column) could not be explained by the linear summation of
two SPW-R-dSpikes because the sum of two average dendritic Ca2+r-
esponses from the high-ripple group (following a time shift with the
average temporal delay between the two events of doublets) was only
51.58 ± 5.44%of the average dendritic responsemeasuredduring SPW-R
doublets in the distal dendritic region of PV+ neurons (Fig. 4a–h).
Although the second ripple event could have a higher amplitude and
power than the first event (Supplementary Fig. 13a–c), on average the
first event had significantly higher ripple power and the second event
had higher dendritic responses (Ca2+: p <0.001, SPW-R power: p=0.05;
Fig. 4b–i). Moreover, according to the LFP power, the first event

belonged statistically to the high-ripple group (SPW-R power: p=0.32;
Ca2+: p >0.22; Fig. 4b–h and Supplementary Fig. 14), and the second
event to the low-ripple group (SPW-R power: p =0.19; Ca2+: p <0.01).
Therefore, it was incorrect to assume that the two events of the SPW-R
doublets were identical (Fig. 4a, left column). Because of this, the
supralinearity of the summation was underestimated. The left column
of Fig. 4a represents the worst-case scenario for the value of suprali-
nearity. This is because the current, or any other mathematical
approaches, separating the high- and low-ripple-associated Ca2+

responses would generate low-ripple-associated Ca2+ responses with a
similar or smaller amplitude than the amplitude of the high-ripple-
associated Ca2+ responses. Consequently, the sum of the two responses
would be lower and, therefore, the supralinearity higher. To improve
the calculation of summation, we replaced the second, high-ripple-
associated Ca2+ responses in the left column of Fig. 4a with the average
dendritic Ca2+ response from the low-ripple group and recalculated the
supralinearity (Fig. 4a, right column). This second approach revealed an
even larger supralinearity of dendritic summation during SPW-R
doublets (compare “math. Σ low” to “doublet 2nd” in Fig. 4f–h and
Supplementary Fig. 14b). Thus, we can conclude that the almost negli-
gible low-ripple-associated Ca2+ signal can be increased to very high
values when preceded by a high-ripple event during SPW-R doublets.

Next, we investigated whether the doublet-associated supralinear
computation localized exclusively to the distal dendritic regions or is
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Fig. 4 | Supralinear dendritic Ca2+ signal integration during in vivo SPW-R-
doublets. aNon-linear summationof the 3DCa2+ responses during SPW-Rdoublets
were calculated using twodifferent approaches in a distal dendritic segment of a PV
+ neuron (above the spatial threshold in the range of 134-300 µm from the soma).
Left column, green and blue transients are average dendritic Ca2+ responses from
the high-ripple group. The blue transient was shifted with the average time interval
of doublets. Red and black transients are the average response recorded during
SPW-R doublets and the mathematical sum, respectively. Bottom, the overlaid
average transients indicate strong supralinear integration. Right column, the same
calculation, but the second transient (blue) was replaced by the average response
from the low-ripple group because the second event of the doublets statistically
belongs to the low-ripplegroup (Figs. 3d and4i).b–e Somato-dendritic distribution
(0–285 µm) of SPW-R-associated dendritic activity along the somato-dendritic axis
during low-ripple (blue), high-ripple (green), and the first (pink) and second (red)
peaks of doublets in an example PV+ interneuron (n = 18/12/6 high ripples/low
ripples/doublets). b Distribution of individual SPW-R-coupled Ca2+ transients. Data

were recorded at submicron resolution using 3D ribbon scanning to precisely fol-
low thin dendritic segments and then binned into 25 µm intervals. In contrast to
low-ripple-associated responses, high-ripple- and doublet-associated Ca2+ tran-
sients increased as a function of distance from the soma. cBox-and-whisker plots of
the amplitude of the transients showing the coactivation at the somatic (0 µm)
compartment. d The same but for proximal dendritic segments (<20 µm), e The
same but for distal (>150 µm) dendritic segments (Student’s unpaired t-test;
*p <0.05, **p <0.01, ***p <0.001). f–h, Box-and-whisker plots of the amplitude of
SPW-R-coupled Ca2+ transients from all PV+ cells in the somatic, proximal and distal
dendritic regions (n = 5 PV+ cells, n = 33 somato-dendritic segments, n = 51 SPW-R-
dSpikes, n = 409 somato-dendritic segment-related SPW-R-Ca2+ events). The
mathematical sum of two high-ripple-associated responses (math. Σ high), and one
low- plus one high-ripple-associated response (math. Σ low) were calculated with
100ms delay between the events of doublets. i Box-and-whisker plots of the power
of the simultaneously recorded SPW-R events (n = 5 cells/mice). j Temporal
dependence of the amplitude of summation during doublets.
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distributed more homogenously within individual PV+ neurons. Indi-
vidual traces recorded along the entire somato-dendritic axis (Fig. 4b)
and corresponding regional averages in individual neurons (Fig. 4c–h;
Supplementary Figs. 12e and 14) and at the population level (Fig. 4f–h)
showed that SPW-R-associated distal dendritic responses decreased
rapidly below thedistance threshold and, therefore, responseswere an
order of magnitude lower in the proximal dendritic and somatic
regions. However, the relative amplitude of the low-ripple, high-ripple,
doublet-associated responses, and the two mathematical sums, and
therefore the amplitude of the SPW-R-associated supralinear summa-
tion, were preserved relative to the other responses along the somato-
dendritic axis in individual neurons (Fig. 4c–e and Supplementary
Fig. 14) and at the population level (Fig. 4f–h; n = 28/5/5 dendritic
segments/cells/mice) indicating that the other computational rule
associated with SWP-R doublets is not restricted to the distal dendritic
compartments but is capable of propagating over the distance
threshold to the soma, and effectively modulates the output of the
neurons. The high efficiency of the output modulation of this effect is
indicated by an over twofold amplitude increase (0.354, ΔF/F) during
doublets relative to singlets (0.17, ΔF/F) in the proximal dendritic and
somatic regions, which corresponds to about 14 APs according to the
calibration curve (Supplementary Fig. 5c). In summary, our data indi-
cated that the SPW-R-doublets and the associateddSpikes,which serve
as an other layer of dendritic coincidence detection can effectively
change the entire input-output transfer function of PV+ interneurons.

To test the underlying mechanism of dendritic coincidence
detection during doublets, we reproduced SPW-R-dSpikes with two-
photon glutamate uncaging of DNI-glutamate using spatially and
temporally clustered input patterns (Supplementary Fig. 15a, b) as
above. When two dSpikes were induced within a short temporal win-
dow (<100ms), they induced large supralinear responses with
decreasing amplitude as a function of time between the two events
(Supplementary Fig. 15c, d). Dendritic spikes during in vivo SPW-R
doublets showed a similar time-dependent decrease in their amplitude
as a function of the inter-event time (Fig. 4j and Supplementary
Fig. 12f), validating the length of the short temporal window of coin-
cidence detection demonstrated with the uncaging measurements
(Supplementary Fig. 15d). Similarly to singlets, doublet-associated
dSpikes also showed a distance-dependent increase in their amplitude
in vivo, but with amuch steeper increase at the spatial threshold of the
spike (Fig. 4b; Supplementary Figs. 12e and 14): this indicated an
increased contribution of the non-linear dendriticmechanism in distal
dendritic segments. Together, the supralinear integration of in vivo
and in vitro dSpikes indicate that distal dendrites of PV+ cells can work
as a coincidence detector for SPW-R-related neuronal assemblies by
generating large, supralinear responses when the two SPW-R-
associated assemblies are activated within a short temporal window
and wire the same PV+ neuron.

Discussion
While dendritic NMDA and Ca2+ spikes have been described in pyr-
amidal cells30,54–56 and in some interneurons34, the existence of dSpikes
in PV+ cells has remained controversial. Even though in vitro studies
have demonstrated that dendrites of PV+ cells can generate supra-
linear integration when neuronal network activity is artificially
increased or clustered photostimulation is implemented36,57, other
in vitro reports have argued that dSpikes do not exist58; there has also
been no in vivo validation37. However, previous in vivo measurements
of PV+ cells have been restricted to short proximal dendritic segments
located in a 2D plane and synchronized network activity has never
been monitored locally: it is therefore impossible to detect SPW-
dSpikes. To challenge the classical passive model of PV+ neurons
under in vivo conditions in this study, wemapped regenerative events
along the entire length of CA1 PV+ interneuron dendrites in 3D using
fast 3D AO imaging through an eccentric deep-brain adapter: this

enabled simultaneous LFP recordings from the ipsilateral hippo-
campus. This combination enabled, fast access to long, thin dendritic
segments simultaneously in multiple locations along the entire 3D
dendritic arbor of the PV+ cells (at a length of over 1500 µm) during
locally detected SPW-R events in awake mice. We achieved, orders-of-
magnitude higher speed and better signal-to-noise ratio than previous
2D imaging methods. Our approach revealed the existence of SPW-R-
dSpikes in vivo. These were initiated in aminority of dendrites in distal
dendritic regions frommultiple hot spots and, following a time delay,
they propagated towards the soma and to the more distal part of the
dendrite. The amplitude of the SPW-R-dSpike decreased during pro-
pagation, with a pronounced drop at the critical spatial threshold
(~150 µm from the soma).

The following criteria confirmed the regenerative nature of SPW-
R-dSpikes: (i) the existence of a spatial threshold where the amplitude
of the spike jumped to a higher value59,60, (ii) the time delay during
initiation34,36, (iii) the fast propagation speed, which cannot be
explained by Ca2+ diffusion36,61, (iv) the existence of a threshold in the
number of uncaging-evoked synaptic inputs required to induce a
dSpike32,54, and (v) the presence of NMDA and VGCC channel-based
mechanisms in the central region and in the propagation zones,
respectively21,24,42. These regenerative properties in our measurements
were more robust under in vivo conditions than in previous in vitro
measurements. As a noticeable example, the spatial distributions of
the in vivo and in vitro SPW-R-dSpikes overlapped before the spatial
threshold; however, under in vivo, but not in vitro, conditions there
was a sharp amplitude increase above the spatial threshold, which
resulted in a high and increasing magnitude of the SPW-R-dSpikes in
the distal dendritic regions. This might be explained by the preserved,
and functional, distal dendritic inputs arriving from the entorhinal
cortex, which had been cut in acute slice.

NMDA receptor-dependent supralinear dendritic summation
(~30%) has been reported earlier in PV+ cells36,57. These studies
demonstrated similar input-output curves in oblique dendrites at
relatively more proximal (~100 µm) locations, below the spatial
threshold. In contrast to the limited capability of 2D laser scanning, the
3DAO technologywas able to activate a 3-fold higher number of inputs
and record more distal apical and basal dendritic segments, which
were about 2–3 times thinner, about 4-fold longer, and were situated
about 3-foldmore distally from the soma (~200–300 µm). Thismethod
was, therefore, able to reach distal dendritic regions above the spatial
threshold of dSpikes where dSpikes, following a sharp sigmoid-like
increase at the threshold, had an order ofmagnitude higher amplitude
than in the somatic/proximal dendritic regions, andwheremost of our
results were discovered.

Our results corroborate the recentmodeling studies claiming that
PV+ basket cells are two-stage integrators with non-linear dendritic
arithmetic39. The two-stage model is based on sublinear and supra-
linear dendritic and linear somatic integrator units, and is also similar
to the long-standing model of pyramidal cells62. In this study, we
extend the two-stagemodel of PV+ cells by inserting another temporal
integration stage between the dendritic and somatic integrators: the
layer of SPW-R doublet-associated dSpikes (Fig. 5). The appearance of
this supralinear dendritic integrator stage was exclusively associated
with the temporal coincidence of two SPW-Rs, the events, which are
one of the most synchronous network activities in the brain5 and,
therefore, produce the highest amount of spatially and temporally
synchronized inputs to dendrites, especially during SPW-R doublets.
High-ripple-, low-ripple-, and doublet-associated signals dropped after
the spatial threshold and had an order-of-magnitude smaller ampli-
tude in the proximal dendritic and somatic regions; however, high-
ripple- and doublet-associated signals were still able to induce about 7
and 14 APs, respectively, and the 2.5-3-fold relative increase for the
supralinear summation during doublets was also preserved. This
means that the results of the computational layer were effectively
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transmitted and preserved at the output of the cell. Moreover, based
on our previous study36 and current results, we can divide the first,
dendritic stage of the original two-stage model of PV cells into two
layers: (i) the layer ofNMDA-AMPA spikes, and (ii) the propagatingCa2+

spikes. A SPW-R-dSpike starts with an NMDA-AMPA spike, which is
initiated at the first threshold in input number at dendritic hot spot
regions and follows a sigmoid-like input–output curve. The propa-
gating Ca2+ spike then appears after a short time delay at a higher,
second threshold in input number36 on top of the NMDA-AMPA spike.
In summary, we propose that PV interneurons can be characterized as
four-stage integrators (Fig. 5) consisting of the following four layers: (1)
NMDA-AMPA spikes, (2) propagating Ca2+ spikes, (3) a layer of SPW-R
doublets, and (4) a somatic integration unit.

It has recently been shown that more cells were recruited when
animals had to perform a more complex memory-demanding task, as
this produces more complex SPW-R events (longer single events, or
ripple bursts of doublets or even triplets) in about 20% of all cases8–10.
The increased length of neuronal activity during these complex SPW-R
eventsmay reflect an enhanced integration process, when information
originating fromdifferent brain regions (for example from theCA3 and
MEC regions) is represented by different neuronal assemblies10, and
integrated into the local CA1network9. Supporting this, dendrites of PV
+ interneurons in the CA1 receive inputs from the CA3 and MEC63 and
are able to exhibit Hebbian and anti-Hebbian forms of synaptic plas-
ticity, where the direction of plasticity is determined by the network
state, the available Ca2+ sources, and the temporal and spatial clus-
tering of the input pattern35,38,64–67. The spatiotemporally clustered
dendritic inputs in pyramidal cells can induce supralinear voltage
integration through NMDA receptors and voltage-gated Ca2+ and Na+

channels28,30,54: this is associated with a supralinear increase in den-
dritic intracellular Ca2+ concentration28,34,54,68. These non-linear den-
dritic Ca2+ signals can, in turn, activate biochemical cascades to induce
synaptic or branch-specific short- or long-term plasticity: this may
underlie memory formation31,55,69–71. Here, we demonstrated using fast
3D imaging, patterned photoactivation, and electrophysiological
experiments that, similarly to pyramidal cells, PV+ cells could also
generate increases in supralinear dendritic Ca2+ concentration with a
very high amplitude: this happenswhen twoSPW-Revents (twoSPW-R-
related input assemblies) occur within a short time window (~150ms)
during SPW-R doublets. Therefore, PV+ dendrites could serve as a
substrate for coincidence detection and neuronal plasticity during

SPW-R events where neuronal network provides temporally clustered
inputs to activate local supralinear dendritic computation. In addition
to the temporal window, this form of dendritic integration also has a
spatial window: the amplitude of the supralinearity and doublet-
associated dSpikes showed a rapid amplitude rise at the critical spatial
threshold (~150 µm). The SPW-R-dSpike, propagating centrifugally and
centripetally through dendritic delay lines, can transfer this coin-
cidence information to other distant inputs, where itmight change the
synaptic gains by generating plasticity.

In conclusion, our fast 3D imaging, photostimulation, and local
electrophysiological recordingmethods demonstrate that SPW-Rs can
induce dSpikes at distal parts of specific dendrites in hippocampal PV+
interneurons. These SPW-R-dSpikes are initiated from multiple
hot spots, propagated centrifugally and centripetally: they also show a
strong supralinear summation in distal dendrites above the distance
threshold when two SPW-R events coincided within a short time win-
dow during doublets, and their local computational rulers were pre-
served at the output of the neurons. Therefore, we extended the
currently available multi-stage integration model of PV+ neurons by
inserting a temporal integration stage between the dendritic and
somatic integrators: the layer of SPW-R doublets, which detects coin-
cidence. Thus, PV+ interneurons not only transmit information but
have a much more complex integration role in the hippocampal net-
work that was previously associated only with pyramidal cells. From a
computational point of view, we have not only discovered one more
stage in neuronal signal integration, but also found that a short distal
segment of a PV+ cell dendrite can provide a substrate for spatial and
temporal coincidence detection of SPW-R-associated input assem-
blies, reflecting its potentially crucial role in the neuronal plasticity
underlying hippocampus-dependent memory processes. However,
further work is required to understand the causal link between
supralinear dendritic integration and the direction and amplitude of
plasticity and the fine-scale compartmentalization of the underlying
biochemical mechanism in respect of the heterogeneity of the plasti-
city of PV+ cells.

Methods
Animals
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Animal Care
and Experimentation Committee of the Institute of Experimental
Medicine (approval reference numbers PE/EA/1517-7/2018). PV-Cre
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layer I and layer II: the SPW-R-EPSPs and SPW-R-dSpikes.
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adult mice (6–24 weeks old) of both sexes were used (n = 20 males,
n = 15 females) and were housed in a temperature-controlled envir-
onment (24 ± 1 °C) on a 12 h reverse light cycle (dark period between
08:00 and 20:00) and humidity between 40 and 70%. The animals
were kept in small groups (2–4 mice/homecage) in enriched environ-
ment with cardboard rolls, rotary discs, and extra nesting material
(sizzle pet). During the training and the experimental period their
water consumption was restricted to 1ml/day after recovering from
surgery.Weight loss due towater deprivationwas kept below 20%. The
mice had ad-libitum access to food. PV-GFP adult mice (6–24 weeks
old) of both sexes were used (n = 11 males, n = 5 females) for in vitro
electrophysiological and pharmacological experiments. PV-GFP ani-
mals have been described before72.

Combined hippocampal in vivo imaging and LFP recordings
The hippocampal region of PV-Cre mice was injected with the pAAV.-
CAG.Flex.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 plasmid (University of Pennsylvania
Viral Vector Core) 4 to 6 weeks before the experiments. Mice were
anesthetized with a fentanyl/midazolam cocktail (Richter/Egis, 0.1ml/
10 g bodyweight) and a small craniotomy (0.1 × 0.1mm) was made to
insert a bevelled injection needle (World Precision Instruments). We
targeted PV interneurons in the dorsal hippocampal CA1 region (AP:
−2.7mm, ML: 2.1mm, relative to bregma). Ropivacaine (Astra-Zeneca;
0.2%) was administered subcutaneously over the skull prior to the
incision. Body temperature wasmaintained at 37 °Cwith a heating pad
(TMP 5-b, Supertech). The needle was slowly lowered to a depth of
1200–1500μm below the pial surface; the AAV virus (350 nl) was
injected using a microsyringe pump (Micro4 microsyringe Pump
Controller and Nanoliter 2010 Injector, World Precision Instruments).
The needle was left in place for an additional 5–10min to enable the
AAV particles to diffuse. After removing the injection needle, the scalp
was sutured, and animals were given a wake-up cocktail (Revertor: CP-
Pharma GmbH, 2.5mg/10 g bodyweight; Flumazenil: Fresenius Kabi
GmbH, 2.5mg/10 g bodyweight; Nexodal: G.L. Pharma GmbH, 1.2mg/
10 g bodyweight) to aid recovery. After surgery, saline solution (37 °C,
0.5ml subcutaneous)wasgiven to replenish the animals’fluids. Finally,
animals were treated with Melosolute (Cp-Pharma GmbH, 1mg/10 g
bodyweight) applied subcutaneously to minimize post-operative dis-
comfort. Threeweeks after the virus injection, themicewereplacedon
a heating pad (37 °C) and anesthetized deeply with a fentanyl/mid-
azolam cocktail. Dexamethasone (Baxter Healthcare Corp., 0.2mg/kg)
and Baytril (Bayer, 200 µl/10 g bodyweight) were administered sub-
cutaneously to reduce brain edema and local tissue inflammation.
Ropivacaine (Astra-Zeneca, 0.2%, 0.05ml) was applied subcutaneously
over the skull prior to the surgery. An ophthalmic ointment was
applied to the eyes to prevent drying during surgery. A custom-made
stainless-steel head-platewas attached to the skull using dental cement
(C&B Superbond) over the location of the virus injection for head-
fixation (Supplementary Fig. 1). Subsequently, a 3mm craniotomy was
made above thehippocampususing a dental drill. The overlying cortex
was carefully removed by aspiration (Aspiret, National Industrial Cor-
poration) and replaced with a custom-made deep-brain adapter after
sealing the vessels with a bipolar coagulator (Diatrom 80, Fazzini) and
stopping the bleeding. The deep-brain adapter consisted of a silicon
cylinder (diameter: ~3mm, height: 1.2–1.4mm) and a 4mm diameter
round coverslip (Glaswarenfabrik Karl Hecht GmbH & Co KG), which
was eccentrically glued to the top of the cylinder with UV curable
adhesive (Norland Products) to minimize the distance between the
recording electrode and the cylinder while keeping the high mechan-
ical stability during chronic recordings (Supplementary Fig. 1). The
base of our custom-made silicone deep-brain adapter was made of
silicone elastomer kit (Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer base and curing
agent, Lot: 0008444444, Dow Corning Gmbh, USA), which contained
two liquid components. When liquid components were thoroughly
mixedmanually with a spatula, the mixture (10 to 1 mix ratio) cured to

a flexible elastomer. During mixing lots of bubbles were formed in the
solution, therefore wewaited about 30min and the remaining bubbles
were then removed with a needle. After that the liquid was kept at
125 C° until it solidified (25min). Then we used a plunger to cut a 1.2-
mm long cylinder with a diameter of 3mm from the silicone band and
we glued it eccentrically to a round coverslip with a diameter of 4mm
(defined as deep-brain adapter).

The spatial resolution (0.69 ×0.94 × 2.50 µm in the center) and
diameter of the FOVweremeasuredunder the deep-brain adapterwith
fluorescent beads (diameter: 0.17 µm and 6 µm, respectively; Supple-
mentary Fig. 2). To record LFP signals, a custom-made four-wire array
(polyamide-imide coated 40μm nichrome wires, Sandvik), with a dis-
tance between the recording sites of 100 or 200μm, was implanted
ipsilaterally into the dorsal hippocampus (AP: –2.5mm, ML: 2.8mm,
relative to bregma) next to the cylinder at an angle of 80° under direct
electrophysiological control to adjust to the proper depth. In this way,
we minimized the distance between the electrode and the imaged
neurons to maximize the possibility of detecting local SPW-R events.
The four-wire electrode was then fixed to the skull with cyanoacrilate
glue (Superbond, Loctite) and luting cement (3M ESPE RelyX, 3M). A
simple pin electrode was implanted above the cortex on the con-
tralateral site (AP: − 2.8mm, ML: 2.8mm, relative to bregma) and a
reference electrode above the cerebellum through craniotomiesmade
using a small drill-bit (0.3mm diameter). The electrodes were con-
nected to the amplifier board (RHD2132, Intan Technologies) with
custom-made adapters. At the end of the surgery, the animals were
given a wake-up cocktail (Revertor: CP-Pharma GmbH, 2.5mg/10 g
bodyweight; Flumazenil: Fresenius Kabi GmbH, 2.5mg/10 g body-
weight; Nexodal, G.L. Pharma GmbH, 1.2mg/10 g bodyweight) to aid
recovery and were treated with Ringer’s lactate solution and Meloso-
lute for the next 3 days (CP-Pharma GmbH, 1mg/10 g bodyweight) to
minimize post-operative discomfort. Baytril (Bayer, 2.5%, 200μl/10 g
bodyweight) was administered to reduce tissue inflammation.

Analysis of electrophysiological data, detection of SPW-R events
Local LFP signals were recorded using the RHD2132 amplifier board
(Intan Technologies, version 1.41) with an amplifier bandwidth from
0.1 Hz to 7.5 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. Data were analyzed and SPW-
Rs were then detected using MATLAB-based software (MES5 version
2043-MES6 version 11391, Femtonics). In order to preserve the phase
and amplitude of individual ripple cycles in the LFP signal, we used the
difference between two low-pass filters as previously described36. To
eliminate unit activity, we set the two cut-off frequencies of the two
Gaussian filters to 150Hz and 500Hz. Only the channel with the
highest ripple band LFP power, and events exceeding 4 SD over the
baseline were analyzed. Signals were discarded when they were also
present on the contralateral cortical electrode. The electro-
physiological and the simultaneously recorded Ca2+ imaging data were
overlaid and analyzed in a MATLAB-based program (MES, Femtonics)
with a delay between ripple peak and Ca2+ peak of 29.02 ± 4.73ms.

Anatomy and immunohistochemistry
After completing the in vivo experiments, mice were deeply anesthe-
tized with isoflurane and perfused transcardially with saline followed
by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and post-fixed
for 24 h, cryoprotected in 10% sucrose/PBS, and sectioned at 30 µm
thickness on a sledge microtome. After defatting, sections were
stained for 5min in cresyl violet solution (C5042, Sigma-Aldrich) then
dehydrated and coverslipped with Permount (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) to examine the degree of tissue damage induced by inserting the
eccentric deep-brain adapter (Supplementary Fig. 1). To assess the
colocalization of PV+ interneurons with GCaMP6f signal in the brain
parenchyma, free-floating sections were incubated overnight in rabbit
anti-PV27 primary antibody (Swant, Switzerland, Lot No. 2014, 1:1000,
RRID: AB 2631173) in the presence of 0.3% Triton X-100, followed by
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adequate fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibody (Lifetech,
A21207, donkey anti-rabbit Alexa 594 1:500, RRID: AB 141637). Images
were captured using an Axiovert 200M microscope (Zeiss) using
Axiovision 4.8 software.

Habituation of water-deprived animals
The handling period started 1 week after implantation of the head-
plate: mice were habituated to the two-photon microscope in the
head-fixed position for 1–3 weeks before the start of the experiments.
To increase the probability of detecting SPW-Rs, we used water-
restricted mice and provided them with a small amount of water (~5 µl
per trial) during imaging sessions through a silicon/plastic tube. Water
rewards were delivered using a custom-designed Bpod device73.

In vitro electrophysiology and pharmacology
Acute, 300μm thick coronal hippocampal slices were prepared for
in vitro pharmacological experiments. We used 40- to 60-day-old
transgenic mice expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP) controlled by the parvalbumin promoter36,53,72, or PVA/IRES-cre
mice injected with a pAAV.CAG.Flex.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 plasmid
(University of Pennsylvania Viral Vector Core, RRID: Addgene 100835)
4–6 weeks before the experiments. During the procedure, animals
were deeply anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation and then suddenly
decapitated. The brain was removed and put into an ice-cold cutting
solution containing (inmM): 2.8KCl, 1MgCl2, 2MgSO4, 1.25NaH2PO4, 1
CaCl2, 10 D-glucose, 26 NaHCO3 and 206 sucrose36,53. The brain slices
were cut using a vibratome (VT1000S, Leica) and stored at room
temperature (23–25 °C) in standard artificial cerebrospinal fluid con-
taining (in mM): 126 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26
NaHCO3 and 10 glucose, and bubbledwith carbogen gas52,53. We used a
regular submerged chamber with normal perfusion rate. PV+ inter-
neurons in the CA1 stratum oriens layer were visualized for targeted
patch-clamp recordings by infrared oblique illumination (at 880 nm,
Femtonics) and two-photon imaging (830 or 900nm). Whole-cell
current-clamp recordings (MultiClamp 700B, Digidata 1440: Mole-
cular Devices) were taken at 32–34 °C (in-line heater: Supertech;
chamber heater: Luigs & Neumann). Data were recorded using
pClamp10 (Molecular Devices) and MES (Femtonics) software. Bor-
osilicate glass electrodes (6–9 MΩ resistance) filled with an intracel-
lular solution containing (in mM): 125 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES,
10 di-tris-salt phosphocreatine, 0.3 Na-GTP, 4 Mg-ATP, 10 NaCl and
0.008 biocytin were used for whole-cell recordings. For the pharma-
cology patch, pipettes also contained 100μM Fluo-4 (Invitrogen)
combined with 100μM Alexa 594 (Invitrogen). For experiments with
GCaMP6f labeling, patch pipettes contained the same intracellular
solution but without Fluo-4. Tetrodotoxin (1μM), nimodipine (20μM),
mibefradil (10μM), ω-conotoxin MVIIC (0.5μM), 6-cyano-2,3dihy-
droxy-7-nitro-quinoxaline (CNQX) (10 μM), and D,L-2-amino-5phos-
phonopentanoic acid (AP5) (60μM) were purchased from Tocris. The
cocktail of voltage-gated calcium-channel (VGCC) blockers also con-
tainedω-conotoxin MVIIC, nimodipine, and mibefradil. All drugs were
applied in the bath.

Three-dimensional two-photon imaging
All two-photon experiments were performed with a 3D AO laser-
scanningmicroscope (ATLAS, Femtonics), which upgraded a standard
two-photon system (Femto2D-Dual, Femtonics) through the camera
port to a fast, 3D laser-scanningmicroscope. Femtosecond laser pulses
were provided by a Mai Tai HP laser (Spectra Physics) and by a Cha-
meleon Ultra II laser (Coherent) operated at 910 nm wavelength for
GCaMP6f measurements: the pulse length was set to 100 fs below the
objective using the motorized four-prism sequence of the ATLAS
microscope (4DBCU unit, Femtonics). We increased the total trans-
mission of the 3D AO microscope by 77% (from 14.3 ± 4.1% to

25.5 ± 6.0%, recorded at the objective) compared to the previous
version46, which increased the fast x-, y-, and z-scanning ranges of the
microscope.Weused a 16×water-immersionobjective lenswith0.8NA
and 3mmWD (Nikon CFI LWD Plan Fluorite Objective, N16XLWD-PF).
Multiple long dendrites of the PV+ cells were simultaneously recorded
using fast 3D ribbon scanning at 63.94 ± 18.43Hz, using the 3DAOscan
head46. The network activity of PV+ cells was recorded using either the
fast arbitrary frame-scanning mode of the ATLAS microscope or the
resonant scan head of the Femto2D-Dual microscope.

Two-photon measurements above a certain intensity threshold
can induce photodamage in dendrites, which can be recorded in dif-
ferent parameters, for example, as a sudden or modest drop in signal
amplitude, or an increase in the dendritic diameter (dendritic swel-
ling). Therefore, to test a potential contributionof phototoxicity to our
measurements, we recorded anatomical and physiological parameters
such as dendrite diameter, baseline fluorescence, response amplitude,
response full width at half maximum, decay time, and rise time during
long-term recordings (Supplementary Fig. 3). None of these para-
meters showed any significant change as a function of time in a 41-min
recording period: this confirms that there are no phototoxicity effects
in ourmeasurements (Supplementary Fig. 3). Low phototoxicity is one
of the main advantages of 3D AO scanning: this method inherently
incorporates an optimal measurement strategy, which is also defined
as low-power temporal oversampling (LOTOS)50. Briefly, if the same
signal-to-noise ratio of the Ca2+ transients is realized by scanning the
same location at a higher frequency, then the lower peak intensity is
sufficient to assure the same signal-to-noise ratio, which reduces
phototoxicity.

Fast arbitrary frame-scanning mode for 3D in vivo imaging
Three-dimensional AO scanning can provide over 106× faster scanning
speed or over 103× higher signal-to-noise ratio than classical raster
scanning of the same volume (see Equation S84 in ref. 46) because it
records only the preselected regions of interests (ROI) and skips the
unnecessary areas: however, themaximal length of 3D lines, which can
be generated from any point in any desired direction in 3D within a
single AO cycle (20–33 µs, defined as 3D AO drift) was limited to about
100–150 µm46. This also limited the maximal diameter of the field-of-
view (and the scanning volume in fast volumetric imaging), which can
be composed of a matrix of single 3D AO drifts. To get larger fields-of-
view from single 3D drifts, we optimized command frequencies,
keeping the frequency changes relatively small on the first pair of
crystals. This is because the length of the 3D drifts, and hence the
diameter of the field of view, is dominantly limited by the tolerance for
the incoming light angle on the second pair of crystals. We therefore
used the x and y deflectors simultaneously to scan in a 45° rotated
horizontal plane and added –200 µmz-focusingwith the AOdeflectors
to minimize variance in incident angle during scanning, and to max-
imize the use of bandwidth at the second group of AO deflectors. This
process increased the maximal length of the 3D AO drifts and, hence,
the maximal diameter of the field-of-view to 500 µm with the 20×
Olympusobjective (XLUMPLFLN-W20×,NA = 1.0),which is close to the
theoretical maximum (700 µm). We were therefore able to image
500 × 500 µm frames with 510 × 510-pixel resolution and ~50Hz speed,
outperforming the ~30Hz frame rate of standard resonant-galvo-
based multiphoton microscopes. Moreover, as these high-speed
frames are composed of 3D AO drifts, we were able to arbitrarily
rotate them in the entire 3D scanning volume. This enabled us to
visualize the rich dendritic arborization of PV+ cells more easily, by
properly matching their imaging planes. Therefore, different ROI
scanning modes such as chessboard and 3D ribbon scanning can be
enhanced by various tilted ROI shapes. In summary, we solved amajor
limitation of fast 3D AO scanning by increasing the imaging speed of
entire planes and contiguous volumes.
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Analysis of imaging data
ΔF/F was calculated using the built-in analysis tools in the acquisition
software (MES5 and 6, Femtonics). Raw fluorescent data (F) recorded
along ribbons in 3Dwere spatially normalized, and thenprojectedonto
a 2D plot as a function of longitudinal (dLONG) and transverse (dTRANSV)
distance along the scanning ribbons: F(dLONG, dTRANSV). Relative fluor-
escence change was calculated as:

ΔF=F =
ðFðdLONG,dTRANSV, tÞ -- F0ðdLONG,dTRANSVÞÞ

F0ðdLONG,dTRANSVÞ
ð1Þ

where tdenotes time and F0 is the baseline fluorescence level.We used
the ImageJ open-source software with some custom-written macros
https://github.com/SJLinda/Imagejmacro and the MES5 and 6 analysis
program (Femtonics) to generate projections from the data recorded
in 3D. The analysis and measurement processes were similar to those
described previously34,46. We considered a neuron in a given trial as
active if the difference between the peak ΔF/F value of the baseline
epochwas higher than 2 standard deviations (SD). The peakΔF/F value
was defined here as the average ΔF/F value of the datapoints around
the peak in the range of 60ms.

The 3D ribbon scanning frames recorded not only the preselected
dendrites but also the surrounding background areas, enabling us to
monitor and eliminate neuropil contamination from our responses
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Our data confirmed that neuropil responses
did not contribute to the distance-dependent increase in the SPW-R-
dSpikes (Supplementary Fig. 6c–e). The ribbons selected for 3D
recordings in our measurements typically contained multiple den-
drites and axons crossing the selected dendritic segment of interest
(e.g., Supplementary Fig. 6b). The images generated by 3D ribbons
enabled tomonitor and avoid these subregions with crossing neuropil
during analysis (e.g., Supplementary Fig. 6c). In summary, our meth-
ods allowed us to monitor and avoid contamination from other
structures (e.g., neuropil, background) during the readout of the signal
(ΔF/F) from the selected PV+ dendritic segment.

To test whether the non-linearity of the GCaMP6f sensor con-
tributed to our supralinear responses, we used somatic current injec-
tions to induce AP potential bursts, and plotted the amplitude of
dendritic responses as a function of the number of APs (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5).Our data indicated that theGCaMP6f sensor in itself did not
contribute to the large supralinearity of the dendritic responses during
SPW-R-dSpikes.

We used a motion-correction algorithm as described earlier46. If
motion was relevant during a scanning cycle, we performed non-rigid
motion correction using the open-source software package elastic,
adjusting its hyperparameters to our two-photon specific image
properties74,75. As well as using the NoRMCorre algorithm for weak
distortion, we also used the elastic software package with two-photon
specific parameters when large, non-homogeneous transformations
were needed76.

In vitro two-photon uncaging
Simultaneous glutamate uncaging and imaging experiments were
performed as previously described36. DNI-Glu•TFA (Femtonics,
2.5mM)was applied in theACSF bath36. Glutamatewas releasedusing
a second ultrafast pulsed laser (Mai Tai, SpectraPhysics) at 740 nm
wavelength according to the red-shifted two-photon excitation
spectrum of the caged compound. The laser light was coupled to the
two-photon microscope using a polarized cube (PBS10; Thorlabs)
and two motorized mirrors to precisely overlap the uncaging and
imaging laser paths. Fast imaging of long dendritic segments was
interleaved during the uncaging periods when the uncaging laser
beam jumped to the preselected locations. The laser intensity at the
focal spot of uncaging was set to induce EPSPs with an amplitude
similar to the amplitude of unitary EPSPs evoked by local puffed high

osmolar ACSF34,36. Many unitary inputs (15-15 at each side with 1 μm
spacing) were activated in a short time period to evoke dSpikes
similar to the SPW-R-dSpikes.

Data analysis and statistics
As a first step towards separating SPW-Rs and the simultaneously
recorded dendritic responses intomultiple functional subpopulations,
we selected three standard SPW-R parameters and generated the
corresponding spectral histograms: the area of Ca2+ responses, the
peak-to-peak amplitude, and the duration of the ripples and generated
the corresponding spectral histograms (Fig. 3a). Both the spectral
histogramof area after logarithmic transformation and the duration of
the ripples, were analyzed using the Peak Analyzermodule (Origin Pro,
OriginLab), which detected two peaks with Gaussian fitting in both
spectral histograms (Fig. 3a). This separated SPW-Rs and the asso-
ciated dendritic responses into three groups: the low-ripple group, the
high-ripple group, and the group of SPW-R doublets (Fig. 3a). The
spectral histogram of the peak-to-peak amplitudes reinforced the
separation of the three groups (Fig. 3a). The existence of the group of
doublets has already been published with standard methods. There-
fore, we introduced a gap statistic method to further validate the
separation of these two groups. We sorted the events as a function of
the log(Ca2+ area), which revealed a gap, in the form of a jump-like
increase in the amplitude, which separated low-ripples from high-
ripples and doublets. To determine the statistical significance of the
gap, we calculated the average (mean± SD) distance to the six closest
neighbors (Fig. 3c, bottom) and found a significant increase in the
distance at the gap. The p-values of the Student’s t-test on the center
four points compared to the baseline values were: 0.00134, 2.38 × 10−7,
3.08 × 10−6, and 0.00011 when assuming equal variance (Fig. 3c). When
equal variance is not assumed (Welch correction), the same p-values
were: 0.150, 0.024, 0.040, and 0.147, indicating a significant increase
in the distances at the gap with both approaches. These data rein-
forced the separation of the low-ripple group from the two other
groups.

Two methods were used for cluster analysis. K-means cluster
analysis of the SPW-Rs and the simultaneously recorded dendritic
responses separateddoublets fromsinglets but kept the high- and low-
ripples, in one single group. However, a second K-means cluster ana-
lysis performed only on singlets was able to reproduce the high- and
low-ripple groups shown in Fig. 3a with only 3 outliers. In summary, K-
means cluster analysis was able to reproduce the three groups of SPW-
R-associated events identified with spectral histograms but only when
applied in two steps. As a one-step alternative to K-means cluster
analysis, we used t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE)
on 817 datapoints from 32 dendritic segments, trying to minimize the
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the different distributions the
data came from. We found that clusters in tSNE spaces fit to the ori-
ginal group with only a small number of misclassifications. tSNE con-
structs a set of embedded points in a low-dimensional space whose
relative similarities mimic those of the original high-dimensional
points. The embedded points show the clustering in the original data.
Roughly, the algorithm models the original points as coming from a
Gaussian distribution, and the embedded points as coming from a
Student’s t-distribution (Supplementary Fig. 10a).

To investigate whether the signal-to-noise ratio of the dendritic
measurement could affect the separation of the three groups of SPW-
R-associated responses we calculated the average SD of the fast 3D
dendritic measurements (SDavr), which was 4.61 ± 0.43% (ΔF/F, n = 10).
Data belowSDand 2×SDwerebelow the gap separating the low-ripples
from the high-ripples and doublets (Fig. 3c), indicating that signal-to-
noise ratio did not affect the separation.

To further validate the existence of the three separate groups we
introduced a distance metric based on the product of six SPW-R
parameters: this separated the same three groups of responses when
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combined with cluster analysis (Supplemental Methods, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 11).

Identification of dendritic Ca2+ transients
Three-dimensional imaging revealed two major types of dendritic
activation. Oneof themwas linked to SPW-R-associated events: activity
was typically restricted to one dendritic segment with a high response
amplitude in the distal region (local activationmode; Fig. 1i). The other
occurred between SPW-R events and was represented by a global
activation in all dendritic segments, with a high amplitude in the
somatic and proximal dendritic domains (global activation mode,
Fig. 1j). The global and local activationmodes formed two antagonistic
populations according to the spatial distribution of the associated
dendritic responses: distal dendritic responses were large and
decreased as a function of distance toward the somatic region during
the local activation mode (Fig. 2a–d; Supplementary Fig. 4 and Sup-
plementary Movie 2). In contrast, responses during the global activa-
tion mode showed an antagonistic distribution: the large somatic
responses decreased as a functionof distance from the soma (Fig. 2a–d
and Supplementary Fig. 4). The spatial distributions of back-
propagating action potentials (bAPs) and SPW-R-associated dendritic
spikes has shown the same antagonistic relationship (bAPs decreased
and the dendritic spikes increased as a function of distance from the
soma) under in vitro conditions36 as the global and local in vivo acti-
vation modes in this study (Supplementary Fig. 4). Moreover, the
spatial distribution profile of these in vivo and in vitro events over-
lapped pairwise: in vitro SPW-R-associated dendritic spikes and bAPs
were similar to the local and global activation modes, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Their transients also had similar kinetics under
in vivo and in vitro conditions (decay time constants for in vitro bAPs:
356.23 ± 3.63ms, n = 12; for in vivo bAPs: 339.67 ± 26.79ms, n = 15; t-
test, p = 0.5. Therefore, we identified the local and global activation
modes as SPW-R-associated dendritic Ca2+ spikes (SPW-R-dSpike) and
bAPs, respectively.

Identification of SPW-R-dSpikes
Local LFP signals were recorded using an Intan RHD2132 interface
board (Intan Technologies) with an amplifier bandwidth from0.1Hz to
7.5 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. Data were analyzed and SPW-Rs were
thendetectedusingMATLAB-based software (MES5 and6, Femtonics).
In order to preserve the phase and amplitude of individual ripple
cycles in the LFP signal, we used the difference between two low-pass
filters, as previously described36. To eliminate unit activity, we set the
two cut-off frequencies to 150Hz and 500Hz and used the difference
between the two Gaussian filters. Only the channel with the highest
ripple band LFP power, and events exceeding 4 SD over the baseline
were analyzed. Signals were discarded if they were also present on the
contralateral cortical electrode. The start (T1) and end (T2) points of the
ripple envelope were defined as the first time points when the LFP
power exceeded the baseline by 4 SD, and when the power returned
below 4 SD, respectively. The ripple area and ripple power were
defined as the integral of the absolute value and the square of the LFP
signal between T1 and T2, respectively. The ripple frequency was
defined as the number of individual ripple cycles between T1 and T2
divided by T2 − T1. The peak-to-peak value of the ripple event was
defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum value
of the LFP signal within the [T1, T2] interval. The ripple duration (width)
was defined as T2 − T1 when only one SPW-R event occurred within a
300ms interval. If two events were generated, then the start (T21) and
end (T22) points of the envelope of the second ripple event were
defined as thefirst timepointswhen the LFPpower of the second event
exceeded the baseline by 4 SD and when the power returned below
4 SD, respectively. The duration of the entire complex was defined in
this case as T22– T1 and LFP activity was accepted as one SPW-R

complex if T22– T1 < 300ms. This definition resulted in two separate
peaks on frequency histograms of the SPW-R duration (Fig. 3a), which
were defined as SPW-R singlets and doublets and had amean duration
of 35.6 ± 1.44ms and 181.62 ± 12.165ms, respectively (mean± SEM).

We considered the somatic or a dendritic region of a neuron as
active in a given trial if the difference between the peak ΔF/F value of
the baseline epoch was higher than 2 SD. The SD was calculated from
the first 100–500ms time interval of the individual measurement
trials. The start (T3) and stop (T4) points of the Ca2+ curve was defined
as the timewhen theCa2+ response crossed the 2 SD threshold over the
baseline. The area andmaximumof the Ca2+ responseswere calculated
as the integrals in the [T3, T4] interval, and in a 60ms interval centered
to the peak, respectively. The maximum of the absolute value of the
individual SPW-R events was defined as time zero. The LFP signals and
the associatedCa2+ responseswere simultaneously shifted to timezero
before the correlative analysis to preserve the original time delay. A
Ca2+ response and an SPW-R event were defined as simultaneous when
the [T3, Tpeak] and [T1, T2] intervals overlapped, where Tpeak means the
time of the peak of the Ca2+ response. This definition resulted in a jitter
of 29.02 ± 4.73ms (mean ± SEM)between thepeakof the SPW-R events
and the peak of the Ca2+ responses. 85 of the 307 SPW-R events
detected were associated with a propagating dSpike: this corresponds
to a 27.6% total activation ratio. 12 of the recorded 58 dendrites were
active, corresponding to an activation ratio of 21%. The average acti-
vation ratio of dSpikes (dSpikes/SPW-R events) for individual neurons
was 29.9 ± 4.1% (mean± SEM, n = 12 cells, n = 6 mice).

Statistics and reproducibility
All values were reported as mean and error bars as ±SEM. Box-and-
whisker plots show the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, range of
nonoutliers and outliers. Statistical significance was tested using a one
way or two-way Student’s paired or unpaired t-test. Both the spectral
histogramofdata after logarithmic transformation and the duration of
the ripples, were analyzed using the Peak Analyzermodule (Origin Pro,
OriginLab), which detected two peaks with Gaussian fitting in both
spectral histograms. We introduced a gap statistic method to further
validate the separation of the two ripple groups. Two methods were
used for cluster analysis. K-means cluster analysis of the SPW-Rs and
the simultaneously recorded dendritic responses separated doublets
from singlets but kept the high- and low-ripples, in one singlegroup. As
a one-step alternative to K-means cluster analysis, we used t-dis-
tributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE), trying tominimize the
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the different distributions the
data came from. Confocal and two-photon images used as repre-
sentation were replicated successfully for over different animals, with
identical results. Calculations were performed in Microsoft Excel,
Origin Pro, OriginLab. Statistical differences with p < 0.05 were con-
sidered significant. In figures, a single asterisk (*), double asterisks (**),
and triple asterisks (***) indicate p <0.05, p <0.01, and p <0.001,
respectively, and are used throughout the manuscript.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Additional image data files are available from the corresponding
author (rozsabal@koki.hu) upon reasonable request. Source data are
provided with this paper.

Code availability
We used the ImageJ custom-written macros: https://github.com/
SJLinda/Imagejmacro. Additional analysis routines and software are
available from the corresponding author (rozsabal@koki.hu) upon
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reasonable request. Bpod and Pulse Pal devices are available from
Adam Kepecs (akepecs@wustl.edu).
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